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Abstract: Security Documents classification is aimed at securing documents from being illegally 

disclosed. Classifying a portion of a document as a 'secret' depends on the type of effect its disclosure 

will have in an organization. In this respect, Information is classified according to their critical 

semantic (i.e. its context or value and intended uses or audience at particular time or situation). 

Understanding the semantic of a document is not an easy task. The rhetorical structure theory (RST) is 

one of the leading theories that have been applied successfully in text processing and understanding. In 

this paper, we will describe a novel approach to automatically classify Arabic Security documents 

using RST. 
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3. Introduction 
 

Profitability of organizations is ultimately dependent on the effectiveness with which they 

exchange, process, control, manage and, more importantly, protect their data and information 

so that only authorized persons access them. All these processes require that the right 

information be made available to the authorized persons at the right place and at the right time 

[9]. To this end, one needs to provide a well-defined methodology for specifying the criteria 

that govern the security classification. In addition, it necessary to re-evaluate the value and 

importance of the information being classified to reassign the security as this changes with time 

depending on the organization. This will require defining appropriate procedures and protection 

requirements for the security reassignment. Not all documents are of the same importance and 

so not all information in those documents requires the same degree of protection. This implies 

that different portions of information are assigned different security classifications. The 

assignment follows different schemes depending on the nature of the organization. 

The first step in information classification is to identify a senior member of management as 

the authorized person of the particular information to be classified. The second step is to 

develop a classification policy. The policy should describe the different classification labels, 

define the criteria for assigning a particular label to information, and then list the required 

security controls for each classification [9]. 
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Volubility of the information in the document and their timeliness are among the factors that 

influence the assignment of document security classification. Laws, national security issues and 

other regulatory requirements are important considerations when classifying documents. 

Furthermore, in classifying documents, the security requirements of specific categories of 

documents, the various processing stages of documents, such as draft and final, and the 

contents and structure of documents must be clearly articulated and specified. A review of the 

classification of particular information should be done periodically to ensure that its 

classification is still appropriate, and also to ensure the security controls required by the 

classification are in place [7, 20, 21]. 

Documents are classified according to their importance [1], or their potential effect on a 

specific organization. Classified information is sensitive information to which access by 

particular classes of people is restricted by either law or regulation. A formal security clearance 

is required to handle classified documents or access classified data [20, 21]. The common 

information security classification labels that are used by the business sector are public, 

sensitive, private, and confidential. Government and its agencies adopt classification labels 

such as Classified, Unclassified, Sensitive but Unclassified, Restricted, Confidential, Secret, 

Top Secret and their non-English equivalents [10, 21].  

 

Top secret- The compromise of this information or material would likely cause a tremendous 

effect on the organization. Secret- The compromise of this information or material would likely 

cause a big effect (but less than the above class) on the organization and should not be 

disclosed by anyone. 

Confidential- Indicates that the information is private information which should not be 

disclosed by a person other than to the intended one. 

The term "unclassified" was not formally a classification but could be used to indicate 

positively that information or material did not carry a classification. 

 

Companies have documents that carry private information. They need to label them with one 

of the lables descibed above to inform the recipient about their importance. Classifying the 

information in a certain document depends mainly on its semantic (i.e. its context or value and 

intended uses or audience at particular time or situation). An example is that part of the 

document that contains the salaries of the executive board members. In some cases, this 

information may be considered as secret in a document of the financial analysis of the 

company. This same information may be considered as unclassified if mentioned in the context 

of the richest people in the city [7, 20, 21]. 
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It is most likely that the classification is done manually by some people who follow certain 

guidelines. This process may take long time when the document is huge –hundreds of pages. 

However, performing the classification automatically would make the process faster and easier. 

The idea of automating the process has the challenge of understanding the semantic of the 

information. In this paper, we propose a novel approach that is intended to address this 

challenge. 

 

An automatic security document classifier system should involve pre-processing, text 

understanding, comprehending multi-level security grades followed by the application stages. 

The system that we propose is through an approach that realizes the degree of importance of 

given text via a rhetorical tree. It than tags the respective sections with the appropriate security 

level according to the security standards (policies set by organization) that is defined priori. For 

the purpose of realizing the importance of portions of documents, we make use of the rhetorical 

structure theory (RST) [2, 3]. 

 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 highlights related work. Section 

3 introduces the concept of the proposed technique and gives an overall description of the 

system. Section 4 discusses an experimental study that was conducted on the system and the 

results obtained. The experiment was conducted on Arabic texts. Section 5 concludes the paper 

and highlight future work. 
  

2. Related Work 
 

Little work and limited research has been made in the area of security classification of 

documents. The most updated research [11] incorporates section level security classification of 

documents only, a top-bottom approach. Damiani et al. [12] proposed an access control model 

for XML documents. The model is confined to DTD (Data type definition) level only. In this 

model, each DTD is associated with particular information that is contained in the 

document, and this is used to decide which part can and cannot be accessed by user. 

 

Information Security Management Tool, developed by the University of Auckland (New 

Zeeland) for the security protection of the local University official documents, fragments 

documents into classes with certain implementation of security levels ranging from top to 

bottom). The NIST, National Institute of standards and Technology (Under Secretary of 

Commerce for Technology, United States), Tool was developed by NIST for the information 

protection in documents trafficking between their mother institute and its child institutes. 

Microsoft Office Document Classifier [13] classifies and labels Office documents, using 
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document markings that identify the existence of confidential and private information. This tool 

helps in stopping information leakages of hidden content in Microsoft Word documents, 

and encourages proper handling of sensitive information. Titus Labs Document Classification 

(Titus Labs Document Classification for Microsoft Office) [14] is a classification tool for 

Microsoft Office that allows government and military customers to manage the classification, 

distribution and retention of valuable corporate documents. Users are constrained to select from 

a dropdown menu the appropriate classification labels for their documents, spreadsheets, 

or presentations. ArticSof (Cryptographic tool) [15] is used for email classification, 

encryption and digital signature. SECLORE (Document‟s right management tool) [16] uses 

dynamic rights for distributed document usage control. 

 

For the purpose of realizing the importance of portions of documents, we make use of the 

rhetorical structure theory (RST). RST was originally developed as part of studies of computer-

based text generation [2]. It has been developed to serve as a discourse structure in the 

computational linguistic field. RST gives the coherence in text [4]. It is intended to describe 

texts, rather than the process of creating or reading and understanding them. It uses a 

set of rhetorical relations that associate spans of text in an attempt to identify the importance 

of the portions. The rhetorical relations can be described functionally in terms of the writer 

purposes and the writer assumptions about the intended reader. These rhetorical relations hold 

between two adjacent spans of texts (although there are some exceptions). 

 

The output of applying the rhetorical structure theory to a text is a tree structure that 

organizes the text based on the rhetorical relations [4]. Each relation connecting two spans of a 

text may be of two cases. In the first case, the relation connects two spans where the first is 

identified as a nucleus, representing the semantic of the two spans ( i.e., this is more important 

to the reader than the other span), and the second span is called satellite. In the second case, the 

two 

spans have the same importance to the reader. In this latter case, the relation is called 

multinuclear relation where both participating spans are considered nucleus. The process of 

parsing the text and building the rhetorical structure is called the rhetorical analysis. During the 

process of the rhetorical analysis, the elementary units that participate in building the rhetorical 

schema are determined, and the rhetorical relations that hold among these units are 

also determined to connect the two spans. Determining the potential relations that connects 

the two spans could be done using several techniques; one of which is determining the 

rhetorical relations through the cue phrases [8]. Marcu [6] has given cue phrases that can be 

used in the English language processing. The process of building the rhetorical structure may 

lead to more than one structure, consequent upon the nature of the natural language text that 
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stipulates that more than one relation could be assumed to connect two spans. At the end, the 

emergent structures are most likely closed, but in some cases; they may lead to ambiguity. 

  

We selected RST as the basis for our technique as it allows classifying texts on the basis of  

the importance of its constituents which serves the purpose of assigning security labels to parts 

of a give document that is available electronically. There are other text classification techniques 

that have explored in other applications such as in [17, 18, 19]. 

  

3. The Proposed Approach 
 

3.1 The Concept 

 

The rhetorical structure that is built from the rhetorical analysis process is represented as a 

binary tree that connects the two spans of a text [4]. Each node of the tree has a status (refered 

to as status information) which has the value of nucleus, satellite, a promotion which represents 

the most important text unit in this sub-tree, or the type, which represents the relation that 

connects the two spans [4]. The rhetorical structure tree could be built using the algorithm 

proposed in [8]. Marcu [5, 6] argues that the promotion of the root of the whole tree gives the 

reader the most important unit(s) in the text. With this in mind, the classifier uses the status 

information to tag a certain portion of the document with proper security classification such as 

secret, confidential, etc. That is, the classifier uses the promotion to determine if the document 

is about some information that belongs to the specific classification. This information could be 

easily stated as a secret, and so on. It is possible that the promotion could be only one unit; 

therefore, the classifier may go some levels down if it wants to cover more units. The level the 

classifier should go depends on the importance of the information. 

 

The proposed technique that could be used to classify the different parts of a certain 

document parses each paragraph in the document and builds the rhetorical tree that represents 

its structure. Then it determines what each paragraph is about by examining the promotion of 

the root of the tree. It uses the promotion to determine if the importance of the paragraph 

conforms to the user instructions. In such a case, the classifier labels the paragraph with the 

required classification. The technique could be adopted to work on pages or sections rather than 

paragraphs. One merely needs to know which text unit the technique could be applied on. The 

technique can also be adopted to go deeper to lower levels in the rhetorical tree to determine to 

which class this part of the text belongs. However, the main idea is to extract the promotion of 

the text unit. In cases such as in very sensitive documents, the user may desire 
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to intervene in tagging portions of the document with the proper security class. In such cases, 

the classifier is able to determine the important parts of the text so that the user supplies the 

proper tags. 
 

3.2 An Overview of the Classifier System 
 

Figure 1 and 2 depicts details of the proposed system that is based on RST. The working of 

the system follows the following steps: 

RST Processor takes as input the text and builds its corresponding RS Tree. Tree Level 

Selector traverses the RST,level by level starting from the root. Whenever a sentence (a text 

unit) is requested by the inference engine, the tree level selector picks the sentence from the 

current level down to the leave. As the tree is structured according to the most important 

sentence (nucleus-based), the probability is greater that a best fit of the classification of the text 

is at the higher level of the tree. 

Inference Engine processes the text unit based on the associate rules that are specific to the 

document type and decides whether the text can be classified at this stage or it requires the 

process of more text units. A looping communication with the Tree level Selector is established 

for this purpose. DB Classifier takes the result of the classification from the Inference Engine 

and update the database accordingly. 
 

RST Processor gets the relations, builds all the valid RS-trees, and then notifies the RS-tree 

Selector that the RS-trees are ready. 

RuleBase: This is a domain specific knowledge base that reflects the rules of the 

organization for the security classifications of their sensitive documents. It guided the classifier 

in tagging the proper security class in the absence of the intervention of the users. 

RS-trees Selector selects the most suitable RS-tree for Arabic text summarization. 
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Figure 1 An overview of the classifier system 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Interactions among the components of the classifier system 
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3.3 Using the Cue Phrases in the Classifier System 
 

We use the concept of cue phrases [4] to identify the rhetorical relations. The cue phrases 

were identified for the Arabic text based on the analysis of large Arabic corpus. Part of the 

RuleBase DB Classifier Inference Engine TreeLevel Selector RST Processor cue phrases and 

the relations they determine are listed in Table 1. The listed cue phrases are only those that are 

related to texts used in the experiment for the security classifier of documents. Thus, they 

constitute only a partial list of the cues that were obtained from the corpus analysis. 
 

 

Table 1. A Partial list of Cue Phrases 

 

Some cue phrases link two spans without respecting the positions these cue phrases appear 

in. Cue phrases 1 and 5 (Table 1) trigger a multinuclear relation in which both participating 

spans are nucleus. These two cue phrases always join the span that comes before them and the 

span that comes after them. The other cue phrases have two cases. They may join the span that 

comes before them and the span that comes after them, or they may join the span that comes 

after them (span 1) and the span that comes after span1 –the next two adjacent spans. This, 

however, depends on the token that comes before the cue phrase. If the token is a dot ("."), a 

new line ("\n"), or nothing (i.e. the first sentence in the document), the second case is applied; 

otherwise the first case is applied. The following example explains the two cases with the cue 

Phrase )بما أن( (in English since): 

] بما أن الشركة وقعت العقد، [
3

 ] ى المشروع سيبدأ بعد شهر مه الآنفإن العمل ف[ 
2
  9 

In the above example, the second case of linking the two spans is applied. In this case, the 

two consecutive spans that come after the cue phrase are linked. Now consider an example of 

the first case –in which the same cue phrase comes between the two spans it links. 

] ستتم دراسة جميع المشاريع المطروحة [
3

 ]بما أن العمل  في المشروع السابق قد أوشك على الاوتهاء[  
2

 9 

In the two examples above, the nucleus and satellite positions differ. In the first example, 

span 
(1)

 is the satellite and span 
(2)

 in the nucleus. In the second example, the nucleus and 
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satellite exchange their positions –span 
(1)

 is the nucleus and span 
(2)

 is the satellite. Therefore, 

the relations that represent the two examples are: 

rhet_rel (Background, 1, 2) 

rhet_rel (Background, 2, 1) 

 

The following two tables show the cue phrases in the two cases, and the satellite and nucleus 

positions in each case. 

Table 2. The two spans of the cue phrases appeared in the middle of the paragraph 

 

 

Table 3.  Cue phrases that can come at the beginning of the paragraph 

 

 

In a case that a sentence is not joined to any other sentence via a cue phrase, this sentence is 

joined to the one before it through the relation:  

Rhet_rel (Joint, Second_sentence, First_sentence) 

For example, in the following text, the parser will consider the second sentence as a case in 

which the author joins second sentence to the first one. 

ىذه الزيادة ناتجة عن الانتعاش [ 1 ]التقارير المالية الصادرة من الإدارة المالية تفيد بزيادة المبيعات في ىذه السنة. [
  2 ]الإقتصادى في السوق المحلية
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4. Experimental Results 
 

We have performed experiments on Arabic texts to demonstrate the working of classifier. 

The document units that we applied the classifiers on are the paragraphs. The technique 

examines each paragraph, determines what it is about, and then classifies it. 

 

The following is an example of how the classifier works. As mentioned above, the classifier 

works on each paragraph and classifies it. Consider the paragraph below, which describes a 

company previous contracts and its intent to contract with an expert, and assume that the 

company considers such information to be classified as secret. 
 

بتتالر م متتن الجيتتود [ 1 ]وقعتتت الكتترىة فتتا ىتتذه الستتنة عتتدة عقتتود متتن بعتتز كتترىات التقنيتتة لتزويتتدىا بتتالتجييزات ال زمتتة.[
لىتتن [ 3 ] لا أن متتوىفا الكتترىة لتم يصتتلوا بعتتد للمستتوى المتت مور للتعامتتر متن ىتتذه التقنيتتة [ 2 ]المبذولتة متتن قبتتر  دارة التتدري  
بمتا أن تىلفتة التعاقتد أقتر [ 5 ]ا ستقوم الكرىة بالتعاقد من خبير تقنا ليستتفيد منتو الموىفتونلذ[ 4 ]الموىفين لدييم دافن للتعليم 
 8 ]وتكتمر  قامتة بعتز النتدوات العلميتة [ 7 ]علتا أن لا تزيتد متدة التعاقتد علتا خمتس ستنوات[ 6 ]من تىلفة التدورات التدريبيتة 

 9 ]حيث تثرى ىذه الندوات معلومات الموىفين.[
 

According to the description given about the cue phrases used, the following relations hold in 

the above paragraph: 

 

rhet_rel (Joint, 2, 1) 

rhet_rel (Concession, 2, 3) 

rhet_rel (Contrast, 4, 3) 

rhet_rel (Evidence, 4, 5) 

rhet_rel (Background, 6, 5) 

rhet_rel (Evidence, 7, 6) 

rhet_rel (Joint, 8, 7) 

rhet_rel (Elaboration, 9, 8) 

 

Using the algorithm mentioned in [8], the classifier will build the RST that represents this 

paragraph. Figure 1 shows a generated tree that the classifier will use to classify this paragraph. 

The classifier will examine the promotion of the root node to find that sentence (5) is the most 

important unit in this paragraph. It then uses this fact as a basis to determine its security class 

and depending on the information obtained from the knowledge base. Since in our example any 

information regarding the company contracts are to labeled as secret, this paragraph will be 
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classified as secret since the promotion indicates that the company is going to make a contract 

with an expert to train its employees, which is: 
 

  لذا ستقوم الكرىة بالتعاقد من خبير تقنا ليستفيد منو الموىفين.

 

If the user configures the classifier to classify this information under another class it will do 

so; otherwise it will be left unclassified. 
 

Figure 3. RST representing the test text 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

We have given an introduction to the information classification and its usage. We have shown 

its importance to ensure the privacy of an organization. The process of classifying the 

information might be slow and take too much effort when the document is huge. Developing an 

automated process of classification will definitely lead to faster classification of the documents. 

The classification process depends on the semantic of the text rather than the syntax; therefore, 

the technique that should be used to classify the information automatically should use its 
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semantic. The rhetorical structure theory (RST) is one of the techniques that try to extract the 

semantic of the text. We have proposed a classification technique that uses this theory to 

extract the semantic of the text and then classifies the text. We have performed a experiments 

on certain Arabic texts, and has produced an optimistic result. Currently, we are investigating 

the units of a document (paragraph, page, section) that could be used to build the rhetorical tree 

and then classify it. The depth level that the classifier goes for in looking for the promotions is 

a potential subject of future research. The research should also state the language the technique 

is being applied to, since the nature of one language may differ from another one. Techniques 

applied on certain language might not be applicable (or difficult to apply) in another language. 

We are also investigating the possibility of augmenting the RST techniques with text 

classification techniques such as statistical and lexical cohesion techniques to attain an 

improved outcome. 
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